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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis reports new strategies for the fabrication of two-dimensional (2D) free-standing 
and crystalline tailor-made organic networks via bottom-up assembly of calix[4]arene organic 
building blocks. Three major areas of work were conducted in this project:  
1- Formation of novel 2D metal-organic coordination networks (MOCNs) of calix[4]arene 
amphiphiles, i.e. a 2D MOCN of C3-p-carboxy-calixarene. 
2- Fabrication of the first reported free-standing and crystalline linker-free 2D supramolecular-
organic network (SON) through dipole-dipole interactions between C3-p-me-cyano-calixarene 
building units. 
3- In-situ synthesis of a bilayered MOCN of C3-p-me-carboxy-calixarene synthons with control 
over the degree of bilayer formation. 
The physical and chemical properties of 2D atomically ordered organic and inorganic 
architectures, including strong in-plane and weak out-of-plane bonding, are unique and 
distinct to those of the corresponding 3D structures. Thus, 2D materials have both 
fundamental and applied importance to various applications ranging from superconductors to 
catalysis.1 Rational design and synthesis of 2D hybrid frameworks that enables control over 
the resulting structures and functionalities can be achieved by applying the concepts of 
supramolecular and reticular chemistry.2 Numerous 2D supramolecular organic networks 
have been produced by taking advantage of non-covalent interactions between organic 
building units. In addition to supramolecular interactions, coordination bonds have also been 
employed to link organic building blocks and single metal/metal complex nodes to synthesize 
2D architectures, namely 2D MOCNs.3 A wide range of possible organic and inorganic building 
blocks that possess coordination centers and electron donator/acceptor properties and 
containing various selective functional groups and catalytic centers have been used to 
fabricate 2D architectures with desirable structures, properties and functions.3  
Several bottom-up techniques for the fabrication of 2D materials have been reported, 
including wet chemistry synthesis such as direct crystal growth from solvothermal solution, 
chemical vapor deposition, surfactant-directed synthesis and interfacial self-assembly 
reactions.2 In bottom-up fabrication methods, the interfaces - where the reaction happens - 
plays a pivotal role in the nucleation and growth of 2D materials. Interfacial self-assembly is d 
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riven by reduction of the interfacial energy between the media.4 Assembly of nanomaterials 
at interfaces with various geometries (e.g. nanosheets) has led the development of advanced 
applications in many sectors such as polymer-based photovoltaic devices, magnetic data 
storage media, polymer composites, oil and mineral refining, coatings, detergents and 
pharmaceuticals.5  
In spite of the great progress in the field of 2D organic networks, there is a lack of practical 
and versatile strategies to design, fabricate and characterize free-standing and crystalline 2D 
nano-architectures. The research work described in this thesis led to development of a new 
approach to produce free-standing and crystalline 2D organic networks of calix[4]arene 
amphiphilic macrocycles. This work demonstrates 2D organic networks with specific desirable 
properties and functions can be fabricated by tailoring the structure of the amphiphilic 
calix[4]arene backbone. Indeed, this technique provides precise control over the organization 
of the molecular building blocks down to the atomic level, i.e. enables molecular design. 
The first chapter of this thesis reports the first example of a 2D MOCN of calix[4]arene organic 
building blocks with tunable crystallinity. We show that carefully functionalized calix[4]arene 
macrocycles containing carboxy functional groups at the upper rim and propyl chains at the 
lower rim form a free-standing and crystalline MOCN upon coordination with Cu2+ ions at the 
air-liquid interface.  
The second chapter provides the first report of linker-free 2D SON that is stabilized via 
synergistic interactions of the dipole-dipole forces between calix[4]arene derivative building 
blocks. A functionalized calix[4]arene synthon bearing methyl cyano functional groups at the 
upper rim and propyl chains at the lower rim was designed. This amphiphilic calix[4]arene self-
assembles and forms a crystalline 2D SON at the air-water interface. The crystalline layer can 
be transferred from the interface onto a solid substrate, while maintaining the homogeneity 
and crystallinity of the layer. Furthermore, free-standing layers of the 2D SON exhibit high 
stability and can span perforated substrates with pores as large as 3 × 3 µm. Electron 
diffraction analysis confirmed the crystallinity of the free-standing 2D SON.  
The in-situ formation of a bilayered MOCN, at the air-liquid interface, from a functionalized 
calix[4]arene carrying methyl carboxy groups at the upper rim and propyl chains at the lower 
rim is reported in the third chapter. Calix[4]arene derivatives are shown to form monolayers 
or bilayers upon changing the transition metal ion in the subphase. In the presence of Cu2+ 
ions, a free-standing and crystalline MOCN bilayer forms, in which the degree of bilayer 
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formation can be kinetically controlled. Substituting the Cu2+ ions with Ni2+ ions results in 
formation of a crystalline and free-standing monolayer of MOCN. These observations 
confirmed that the conformational freedom and flexibility of the modified calix[4]arene 
building components enable adoption of different coordination geometries in the MOCN, 
depending on the transition metal ion employed. 
These highly stable 2D calix[4]arene-based organic networks can potentially be applied as a 
new generation of sample supports for transmission electron microscopy imaging and X-ray 
analysis of single biomolecules/assemblies and single-magnetic nanoparticles. Indeed, some 
examples of biomolecule, assembly and nanoparticle deposition experiments on free-standing 
coordination networks of calix[4]arene amphiphiles are presented in this thesis. Further work 
is currently underway to extend this research and define advanced methods to enhance the 
structural analysis of single biomolecules and the magnetic properties of nanoparticles 
deposited on free-standing monolayers of calixarenes and related compounds. 
 
 
Keywords: supramolecular chemistry, reticular chemistry, 2D metal-organic coordination 
network, 2D supramolecular-organic network, self-assembly, Langmuir-Blodgett technique, 
calix[4]arene amphiphile, amphiphilic bilayers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Supramolecular chemistry, Crystal engineering and Reticular chemistry 
 
On the understanding of non-covalent binding – Johannes Diderik van der Waals first 
introduced the concept of “intermolecular interactions” as the attraction forces between 
molecules in 1873.6 Van der Waals forces, named after Diderik van der Waals, are the weakest 
interactions between atoms or molecules, and arise from polarization of electron clouds by 
the proximity of an adjacent nucleus. These interactions quickly vanish as the distances 
between interacting molecules increases. 
Two decades later, in 1894, Hermann Emil Fischer introduced the "lock and key" mechanism 
to describe selective enzyme-substrate/host-guest interactions. In this mechanism, the high 
selectivity of recognition is attributed to the complementarity between the shape and size of 
the host/enzyme active site and guest/substrates. Indeed, the binding sites of the 
receptor/host are perfectly suited to recognize specific guests. This work is considered the 
fundamental basis of molecular recognition and host-guest chemistry.7 In 1906, Paul Ehrlich 
recognized molecules do not act if they do not bind, which led to the emergence of the 
concept of biological receptors. Some decades after, Daniel Koshland developed the concept 
of lock-and-key theory and introduced the induced-fit mechanism. The induced-fit mechanism 
describes how a conformational change occurs in the structure of the binding site of an 
enzyme upon its interaction with its substrate.8 The understanding of non-covalent binding 
was further developed by Latimer and Rodebush in 1920, who described relatively strong and 
highly directional hydrogen bonding as another type of intermolecular interaction.9 In 1954, 
Linus Pauling received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his outstanding research into the 
nature of chemical bonds and their importance in the elucidation of complex structures.10  
Further knowledge of the nature of non-covalent binding, along with the theory of 
coordination chemistry, was introduced by Alfred Werner in 1893,11 which provided the 
foundation of supramolecular chemistry. 
 
From understanding non-covalent interactions to supramolecular chemistry – The 
synthesis of crown ethers and cryptands, along with their complexes with metal salts, by 
Charles J. Pedersen in 1967 was a major breakthrough in the field of supramolecular 
chemistry.12 Others, such as Donald J. Cram and Jean-Marie Lehn, focused on the synthesis of 
shape- and ion-selective receptors. In 1978 Jean-Marie Lehn defined supramolecular 
chemistry as the: “… chemistry of molecular assemblies and of intermolecular bonds”.13 Lehn, 
Pedersen and Cram shared the Noble Prize in Chemistry in 1987 for their outstanding 
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contributions to supramolecular chemistry by synthesizing molecules capable of structure-
specific interactions. The initial reports in the realm of supramolecular chemistry described 
the formation of binary complexes between two components, i.e. a host and guest that 
interact via non-covalent binding. The host is typically a large molecule that possesses a cavity 
of tunable size, e.g. synthetic macrocycles. The guest could be an ion or a more complex 
molecule that fits perfectly into the cavity of the host. 
Organic cyclic oligomers of calix[n]arenes (n = 4, 6, 8) were first named by C. David Gutsche in 
1978,14 and are one of the most well-studied molecules in terms of binary host-guest 
complexes15,16 and supramolecular architectures.17 
Since then, supramolecular chemistry has become a recognized and active domain of 
chemistry that has gained considerable attention from scientists in a broad range of fields. 
 
From binary complexes to extended 3D structures of organic molecules – Since its 
emergence in the late 19th century, supramolecular chemistry has evolved towards the 
production of more complex molecular architectures. However, despite significant progress, 
the fabrication of predesigned solid-state frameworks with the desired physical and chemical 
properties remained challenging. In this regard, Feynman stated in 1960 that “what would the 
properties of materials be if we could really arrange the atoms the way we want them?”.18 
Gerhard Schmidt introduced the term “crystal engineering” to describe photodimerization 
reactions in crystalline cinnamic acids in 1971.19 Pioneering work by Schmidt revealed the 
geometry criteria required for a [2+2] photodimerization to occur in the solid-state.20 Schmidt 
explained how functional groups or substituents influence the organization of molecules in 
the solid-state. Since then, several advances have been achieved to facilitate the solid-state 
reactions. For example, it has been confirmed that intermolecular forces can be effectively 
exploited as templates to steer the packing of molecules into the desired geometries for 
reactions in the solid-state (Figure 1).21,22 
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Figure 1: (A) schematic of the template strategy to control the chemical reactivity in the solid-state. (B) An 
example of a photochemical reaction based on the template approach. The ditopic hydrogen-bond donors were 
used as template to control the molecular arrangement in the [2+2] photodimerization reaction in order to 
produce pyridyl-ethylene derivative structure. (Taken with permission from the Ref. 21 and 22. Copyright © 
2012. John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2008. The American chemical society.)  
 
Continuing Schmidt's work, in 1983 Desiraju published the first report of crystal engineering 
to provide topochemical control over an organic solid-state reaction by exploiting 
intermolecular interactions.23,24,25 Since then, crystal engineering - a sub-discipline within 
supramolecular chemistry - has been successfully applied to rationally design and synthesize 
novel extended materials with desirable properties. 25,26-28  
However, an important scientific and technological question remained: would it be possible 
to predict the crystal structure of a material just by knowing the molecular structure of its 
components?.29 In this context, John Maddox - a British scientist who acted as the editor-in-
chief of the journal Nature, highlighted this challenge in 1988: “One of the continuing scandals 
in the physical sciences is that it remains in general impossible to predict the structure of even 
the simplest crystalline solids from a knowledge of their chemical composition.”30  
The challenge of predicting the crystal structure of a material has aroused a considerable 
attention amongst scientists interested in the fabrication of “designed” materials.31 Following 
seminal work on the synthesis of porous structures in 1994 by Robson,32 O. Yaghi introduced 
the term of “reticular chemistry” as a general conceptual approach for the fabrication of 
robust 3D metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) in 2003. This approach is based on the use of 
presynthesized polynuclear hybrid clusters, i.e. secondary building units (SBUs)33, to direct the 
assembly of ordered frameworks.26 Therefore, rationally designed porous materials including 
so-called MOFs, porous-coordination polymers (PCPs) and covalent-organic frameworks 
(COFs), have been fabricated by attaching judiciously rigid SBUs to organic linkers.31,34-37 The 
diversity of SBUs and organic/inorganic linkers has enabled the fabrication of thousands of 
extended crystalline structures. The robust crystalline reticular frameworks exhibit a wide 
range of functionalities and properties, including conductivity, magnetism, light harvesting, 
charge transfer and catalytic reactivity.38-41 
A 
B 
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From 3D organic frameworks to 2D organic networks – The discovery of graphene in 2004, 
and its extraordinary physical and chemical properties opened a new avenue towards the 
fabrication of novel category of materials, i.e. 2D architectures. The subsequent rapid increase 
in research on 2D materials, both in terms of basic scientific interest and potential 
technological impact, has led to the introduction of various 2D inorganic materials (e.g. boron 
nitride, layered perovskites and transition metal dichalcogenides).3,42,43  
Highly organized 2D materials can also be fabricated using organic building units. In recent 
decades, the principles of supramolecular and reticular chemistry have been adapted to 
produce a vast array of newly-engineered 2D organic molecular nano-architectures including 
2D polymers, 2D MOFs, 2D COFs and 2D supramolecular organic frameworks.43 Similarly to 2D 
inorganic materials, these 2D organic layers have attracted ever-increasing scientific 
attention.44 The potential of the unique physical and chemical properties of 2D organic layers 
for various applications in nanotechnology and advanced materials have been clearly 
recognized.2,44-46 
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Objectives of this thesis 
 
In the absence of carrier materials, i.e. free-standing layers, 2D architectures have potential 
to be used as sensors, catalysts, ionic conductors and sample supports for imaging and 
structural analysis of molecules.1,3,47 In such applications, the free-standing monolayers must 
possess sufficient stability to endure multiple operational cycles, which presents a significant 
challenge to current fabrication techniques. 
In this context, there is a lack of versatile procedures to produce stable and functional 2D free-
standing and crystalline organic networks while achieving a high control over the growth 
process at the nanoscale. This PhD research aimed to identify a reliable protocol to design and 
synthesize robust crystalline 2D metal-organic coordination networks (MOCNs) and 
supramolecular-organic networks (SONs). The objective of this work was to use non-planar 
multivalent macrocycles as organic building blocks to fabricate well-ordered organic networks. 
It is expected that these 2D organic networks could be employed in further applications, for 
example, in molecular recognition and host-guest chemistry. In this study, we selected the 
Langmuir-Bodgett (LB) technique as a tool to manipulate and control interfacial self-assembly 
of calix[4]arene macrocycles, as the multivalent building components. 
Why the LB technique – A mechanism of orientation and alignment mechanism is required 
to fabricate ordered 2D networks, either in the form of a hosting matrix or directional bonding 
scheme between the building blocks. The presence of a suitable platform that promotes fine-
tuning of the orientation of the molecules, and the interactions between them, plays a key 
role in the synthesis of 2D materials. The reaction platform defines the homogeneity (versus 
heterogeneity) of the resulting architecture and its domain size.41 In this project, the versatile 
LB technique was chosen to fabricate molecularly precise layers through a self-assembly 
process and a 2D interfacial assembly between the calix[4]arene building blocks. The air-water 
interface in LB assembly provides a flat surface with a root-mean-square roughness of 
approximately 3 Å. This 2D platform confines the molecules to the water surface and enables 
tuning of the packing density of the amphiphiles by adjusting the surface pressure of the 
interface.52 The liquid interface facilitates increased lateral mobility of the molecules in 
comparison to bulk solution or a solid substrate with fixed terraces and grain boundaries.2 
Thereby the LB technique makes it feasible to fabricate ordered 2D structures from 
amphiphilic building blocks over an extended area, with control over the morphology of the 
2D network.53 
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Calix[4]arenes – chemically configurable synthons as building units for 2D organic 
networks – Calixarenes are cyclic oligomers produced by the condensation of p-tert-
butylphenol with formaldehyde and possess guest recognition properties.48,49 The well-
developed synthetic methods and versatility of functionalization of calixarenes are important 
characteristics that make these units the ideal backbone for the fabrication of ordered 2D 
structures.38,50 However, their conformational flexibility makes it challenging to incorporate 
calixarenes into 2D architectures. In order to overcome this challenge calixarenes are normally 
functionalized at the lower rim, to reduce their conformational freedom and lock their 
structure. Additionally, a diverse range of chemical functional groups can be attached to the 
rim of calixarenes. Therefore, a large variety of organic calixarene synthons can be produced 
for host-guest assembly, supramolecular and coordination assembly, and covalent linking.  
Amphiphilic calixarene macrocycles bearing hydrophilic functional groups at the upper rim 
and long aliphatic chains at the lower rim have been widely shown to self-assemble into stable 
insoluble monomolecular films at the air-liquid interface, i.e. Langmuir monolayers.51 In such 
Langmuir monolayers, the amphiphiles are oriented perpendicular to the interface as the 
polar functions are attracted into the aqueous phase and the hydrophobic groups orientate 
into the air (Figure 2). The amphiphilic calixarene synthons within Langmuir monolayers are 
stabilized by van der Waals interactions between the aliphatic chains, by H-bonding amongst 
the head groups of calixarene and water molecules and by π-stacking interactions between 
the arene rings of neighboring calixarene molecules. 
 
 
Figure 2: A schematic illustration of a Langmuir monolayer of amphiphilic calixarene molecules floating at the 
air-water interface. 
 
In this design strategy, we employed a rigid 4-membered macrocycle displaying C4 symmetry 
in the cone conformation, i.e. calix[4]arene. The symmetrical cone conformation of this 4-
membered synthon enables in-plane assembly processes. Calixarene amphiphiles with long 
alkyl chains exhibit fairly limited 2D crystallization behavior, possibly due to the disorder 
introduced by thermal motion of the chains.51 We overcame this issue by functionalizing the 
calixarene synthons with shorter aliphatic chains, i.e. propyl chains. The presence of short 
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aliphatic chains at the lower rim of the calixarene amphiphiles minimizes the non-directional 
van der Waals interactions between the propyl chains during the self-assembly process. 
Therefore, self-assembly is expected to be mainly driven by the strong bonds between the 
metallic nodes and hydrophilic functional groups of the calixarene molecules and also by the 
directional π-π interactions between the arene rings of neighboring calix[4]arene amphiphiles.  
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STATE OF THE ART 
 
2D organic networks have attracted substantial interest from researchers because of their 
unique physical and chemical properties originating from their low thickness and versatile 
structures. These 2D materials afford potentials in diverse applications such as gas storage,54 
gas separation55 and purification.56 Over the past decades, fabrication techniques of 2D 
organic networks, classified into two categories of the top-down and the bottom-up routes, 
have been drastically advanced.  
The top-down strategies include the physical and mechanical exfoliation from their 
corresponding bulk layered materials.57,58 The chemical exfoliation of 3D structures in solution 
can also be applied, assisted by ion-intercalation,59 shear force60 and ion exchange61 as well as 
electrochemical methods.62 The top-down routes suffer the lack of control over: the layer 
thickness and lateral size, the arrangement and functionality of molecules in a large area, the 
synthesis yield and the structural integrity.  
The bottom-up methods refer to the direct synthesis of structures from their building 
components and oppositely, they are highly efficient and provide a precise control on the 
fabrication process down to the atomic level. The bottom-up synthetic routes involve wet 
chemistry synthesis such as direct crystal growth from solvothermal solution,63-65 step-by-step 
liquid epitaxial growth,66,67 chemical vapor deposition (CVD),68 surfactant-directed synthesis69 
and interfacial self-assembly reactions.2 
It is noteworthy that the interface - where the reaction happens - is an important key point in 
the most bottom-up synthetic methods. Interface is a 2D confined platform that directs the 
assembly/reactions of precursors by controlling the morphology and structure of 
organic/inorganic building blocks. It has been successfully proved that the interfacial self-
assembly reactions at gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, liquid-solid and gas/vacuum-solid interfaces 
produce organic networks upon formation of coordination/covalent bonds and/or non-
covalent interactions between the organic linkers and nodes (Figure 1).2  
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of various interfaces such as gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, gas-solid (or vacuum-
solid) and liquid-solid that can be used for chemical synthesis of 2D materials via interfacial self-assembly 
reactions. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 2. Copyright © 2018. The American chemical society.) 
 
In this context, considerable efforts have been devoted to fabrication of single or few-layers 
of 2D metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), supramolecular-organic frameworks (SOFs) and 
covalent-organic frameworks (COFs) via interfacial self-assembly at liquid-liquid and air-liquid 
interfaces.2  
2D metal-organic frameworks – Two-dimensional MOFs are crystalline and porous 
coordination structures made upon jointing inorganic metal ions or clusters and ditopic or 
polytopic organic ligands. It has been widely shown that 2D MOFs hold potential for many 
applications due to their tunable and stable structures, cooperative functions, large surface 
area and high porosity.3 
In 2002, Michl et al. fabricated the first extended coordination organic network of a carborane 
cage derivative on the surface of mercury via an electrochemical Langmuir trough. The 
strategy was based on binding the trigonal carborane cage synthons to each other via a 
coupling between their thioether containing arms by ligation to mercury cations (Figure 2).70  
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Figure 2: (A) The molecular structure of trigonal carborane cage derivative. (B) Two tentative molecular models 
of the proposed hexagonal organic networks that are bound through mercury cations. (Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. 70. Copyright © 2002. The proceeding of the national academy of sciences.) 
 
Talham et al. synthesized an array of amphiphilic pentacyanoferrate(III) molecules that 
coordinate Ni2+ ions at the air-water interface and form a 2D network via iron-nickel cyanide-
bridges (Figure 3). In this fabrication approach, the amphiphilic dialkylaminopyridine ligands 
confined the iron complexes at the interface and directed the condensation reaction within 
the plane of the water surface. Subsequently, any possible 3D growth of the coordination 
network was suppressed and only a 2D organic network was obtained. Using the Langmuir-
Blodgett (LB) deposition technique the monolayers and multilayers of the coordination 
network were transferred onto solid substrates. It was shown that the 2D coordination 
network was not formed by homogeneous solution synthesis and the product had only 
amorphous structure. This result is a proof emphasizing the crucial importance of interfaces, 
as structure directors, in the assembly of 2D crystalline networks.71  
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Figure 3: A representative scheme of a 2D square grid coordination network of amphiphilic pentacyanoferrate(III) 
through coordination with Ni2+ ions at the air−water Interface. The formation of iron-nickel cyanide-bridges 
extends the 2D crystalline network at the interface. (Taken with permission from Ref. 71. Copyright © 2002. The 
American chemical society.) 
 
Schlüter et al. reported the synthesis of a 2D free-standing polymer sheet consisting 
hexafunctional terpyridine-based monomers held together by Fe2+ complexes in an octahedral 
geometry (Figure 4). The confined, flat and smooth air-water interface in the LB technique was 
chosen as a platform for performing the polymerization reaction between the terpyridine 
monomers and the iron ions. The restricted 2D air-water interface prohibits any possible 3D 
growth of the coordination network during the reaction. It was shown that this type of 
polymerization provides high control over uniformity of the polymer thickness and lateral size 
via reversible and dynamic bonds formation. The reversible polymerization leads to 
fabrication of well-ordered structures with self-correction feature. Synthesizing defect-free 
coordination monolayers is feasible due to the dynamic nature of this type of interfacial 
reactions. These are the main advantages of the interfacial-based synthesis compared to other 
fabrication techniques such as exfoliation of laminar 3D crystals or isolation of sheets from 
solid substrates.72  
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Figure 4: (A) Chemical structure of the terpyridine monomer and a schematic representation showing the 
resulted 2D coordination network of the monomers and metal ions (metal ion is represented in red, C in 
turquoise and N in blue). The inset image shows a cross-sectional view of the coordination network to estimate 
the layer thickness i.e. ∼8 Å, without counterions. (B & C) TEM images of free-standing layer of the 2D MOF that 
was transferred from the interface onto a copper and lacey carbon grids. (Taken with permission from Ref. 72. 
Copyright © 2011. John Wiley and Sons.) 
 
Makiura and co-workers demonstrated an interfacial methodology to synthesize large area 
crystalline MOF nanofilm on a solid surface, namely NAFS-1. The growth directions and film 
thickness of the NAFS-1 were controlled via the bottom-up layer-by-layer (LbL) technique 
combined with the LB method at the air-water interface. Coordination bonds between the 
functionalized porphyrin carboxylate organic building units and the Cu2+ ions formed the 
extended 2D NAFS-1 nanosheets (Figure 5). In this coordination geometry, every copper ion 
coordinates four carboxylate linkers, in-plane, and two pillaring molecules (pyridines) 
complete the coordination sphere, out-of-plane. Both in-plane and out-of-plane crystallinity 
of NAFS-1 nanosheets were studied by synchrotron X-ray surface crystallography. It was 
confirmed that the organic networks of NAFS-1 can be transferred from the interface onto 
solid substrates with the LbL deposition technique. The transferred layers of NAFS-1 on a solid 
substrate exhibited motifs of porphyrine molecules and copper ions. In this motif each 
pyridine building unit is linked to binuclear Cu2(COO)4 paddle-wheel complexes. Therefore, 
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they form a network with large-sized crystalline domains (∼140 nm) and a sheet thickness of 
∼3 Å.73 
 
 
 
Figure 5: The chemical structures and representative schematics of the porphyrin derivative (1) and the pyridine 
(2) building units. The aqueous solution of CuCl2.2H2O (3) in a LB trough was used as a platform of the interfacial 
synthesis reaction. Upon compressing the molecules at the interface, a copper-mediated 2D array was formed. 
The 2D layers of coordination network were deposited onto solid substrates by the LB method. The repetitive 
process of sheet deposition and rinsing or solvent immersion caused to the sequential LbL growth of the organic 
network with any desired thickness. C atoms are shown in grey, N in blue, O in red, Co2+ ions in pink and Cu2+ ions 
in green. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 73. Copyright © 2010. Springer nature.) 
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The same group synthesized a 2D MOF of carboxyphenyl porphyrin derivatives coordinated 
with copper ions via the LbL technique at the air-water interface, i.e. NAFS-2. The only 
difference between the molecular architectures of NAFS-2 and NAFS-1 is the absence of 
pillaring components, i.e. pyridine molecules, in the structure of NAFS-2 (Figure 6). Upon 
removing the pyridine building units the interlayer spacing of NAFS-1 nano-architecture was 
changed. This modification improved the thermal stability of NAFS-2 such that annealing at 
200°C does not cause any loss of its structural crystallinity. Multilayers of NAFS-2 were 
transferred from the interface onto solid surfaces by using the repetitive LbL deposition 
method. The multilayers of NAFS-2 on gold or silicon solid surfaces have the potential to be 
integrated as electrodes in devices.66,73  
 
 
 
Figure 6: A representative scheme of the combined LbL and LB techniques to synthesize coordination network 
of NAFS-2, at the air-water interface. The MOF nanosheets of NAFS-2 include carboxyphenyl porphyrine 
molecules and copper ions. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 66. Copyright © 2011. The American chemical 
society.) 
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Yaghi et al. fabricated a new class of 2D extended frameworks with octahedral coordination 
geometry, i.e. metal-catecholates, by coordinating highly conjugated tricatecholate building 
components with Co(II) ions (Figure 7). It was shown that the porous metal-catecholates have 
high chemical and thermal stability, porosity, high electrical conductivity and charge storage 
capacity. Performing X-ray analysis revealed the metal atoms are coordinated to two adjacent 
deprotonated catecholate organic derivatives and two water molecules complete the 
octahedral coordination sphere. 74 
 
 
 
Figure 7: (A & B) Drawings of the Co-catecholate structures in two different views. (C) The obtained organic 
network of trinuclear complexes of Co3(hexahydroxytriphenylene)(H2O)12. (D) A side view of the two extended 
corrugated layers of the catecholate network. (Reprinted by permission of Ref. 74. Copyright © 2012. The 
American chemical society.) 
 
In 2015, Zhang et al. reported formation of ultrathin 2D MOF nanosheets with thickness of 
sub-10 nm via a surfactant-assisted synthetic method (Figure 8). The presence of surfactant 
molecules restricts the growth of the MOF structure in two dimensions. The obtained 2D MOF 
sheet consists of tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin ligands linked to four zinc paddle-wheel 
nodes, i.e. Zn2(COO)4. The synthetic process of the porphyrin-based MOF comprises 
metalation of the tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin ligand by Zn2+ ions. It was investigated 
that the MOF sheets are stacked in an AB packing pattern such that the zinc atoms in the 
centers of porphyrin rings in the layer A are aligned with the zinc atoms in the paddle-wheel 
metal nodes of the layer B .75 
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Figure 8: Top: it shows the traditional synthetic method of 2D MOFs with the isotropic growth that forms bulk 
crystals of MOFs. Bottom: it illustrates the surfactant-assisted fabrication technique that results in formation of 
a MOF thin film by confining the crystal growth in two dimensions. The selective attachment of surfactant 
molecules on the surface of MOFs controls their anisotropic growth in two dimensions. (Reprinted from Ref. 75. 
Copyright © 2015. John Wiley and Sons.) 
 
A semiconducting 2D MOF of planar nickel bis(dithiolene) building components, with a 
thickness of several micrometers, was synthesized by Nishihara et al. (Figure 9). The 2D 
thiolene-based regulated coordination network was fabricated at the liquid-liquid interface. 
In this technique, benzenehexathiol and nickel(II) acetate were used as multichalating ligands 
and node centers, respectively. Using powder X-ray diffraction analysis, the crystallinity of the 
resulted bulk MOFs was investigated. An ordered single-layer nanosheet of the thiolene-based 
2D MOF was synthesized by using a gas-liquid interfacial reaction. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) analysis showed that the π-conjugated 
coordination nanosheet is a monolayer with a thickness of ∼0.6 nm.76  
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Figure 9: (a) Chemical structure and a drawing of nickel bis(dithiolene) coordination nanosheet fabricated via the 
interfacial reaction. (b) An illustration of the synthetic route to the 2D thiolene-based monolayer at the gas-liquid 
interface. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 76. Copyright © 2013. The American chemical society.) 
 
In another paper, Nishihara et al. synthesized a series of threefold symmetric terpyridine-
based electrochromic metal complexes and their corresponding nanosheets. It was shown 
that the coordination nanosheets with Fe2+ or Co2+ ions are functional and porous with several 
hundreds of nanometers thickness (Figure 10). The liquid-liquid interfacial synthesis, including 
solutions of the organic ligands and the aqueous metal ions, was used to fabricate 
multilayered nanosheets. The MOF multilayers were transferred on an indium tin oxide 
electrode and a reversible and robust redox reaction of the nanosheet was observed. In 
addition, it was shown that the redux reaction of the transferred nanosheet on the tin oxide 
electrode is accompanied by a distinctive color change, i.e. electrochromic response.77  
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Figure 10: (a) Chemical structure of terpyridine-based coordination nanosheets of 1-Fe and 1-Co. (b) Chemical 
structures of terpyridine-based ligands i.e. 1 and 2. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 77. Copyright © 2015. 
The American chemical society.) 
 
The same group published a report on fabrication of polymeric multilayered sheets of 
photoactive bis(dipyrrinato)zinc(II) complex at the liquid-liquid interface (Figure 11). At the 
air-liquid interface, a single-layer or few-layers of 2D MOF with domain sizes of more than 10 
µm were fabricated. The obtained organic networks were successfully transferred on various 
solid substrates by the Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) technique. Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) investigations verified that the transferred organic network is crystalline with an 
hexagonal structure. In this research photofunctionality of bis(dipyrrinato)zinc(II) complex 
was led to fabrication of the first photofunctional bottom-up nanosheet. Thickness of the 
pyrrinato-based MOF nanosheet was measured to be in a range of 6 to 800 nm that is tunable 
by changing the concentration of the dipyrrin ligands. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
revealed uncoordinated dipyrrin moieties in the structure obtained via solution-based 
reaction. This result rules out the possibility to form the 2D MOF in the single-phase reaction 
and thus a confined platform for the interfacial synthesis is a need.78  
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Figure 11: (a) Chemical structures of dipyrrin ligand molecule and the bis(dipyrrinato)zinc(II) complex framework. 
(b) Schematic illustration and photographs of the liquid-liquid interfacial synthesis and multilayers transferred 
from the interface onto a solid substrate. Scale bars represent 5 and 1 mm, respectively. (c) Photograph of the 
multilayers MOF transferred from the interface onto a substrate. Scale bar represents 20 μm. (d) AFM height 
analysis shows the profile line measuring the layer thickness. Scale bar shows 20 μm. (Reprinted by permission 
from Macmillan publishers Ltd.: Nat. Commun. Ref 78, copyright 2015.) 
 
Marinescu et al. have reported the synthesis of long-range ordered Co-benzenehexathiol and 
Co-triphenylenehexathiol MOFs, with 2D hexagonal structures (Figure 12). The fabricated 2D 
thiolate-based MOF at the liquid-liquid interface showed high charge carrier mobility, low 
resistivity and temperature-dependent charge transport properties. Therefore, 2D thiol-based 
MOFs have potential applications in electronic devices.79 It was shown that 2D MOFs consisting 
cobalt dithiolene building units are efficient molecular catalysts for the hydrogen evolution 
reaction with a high catalyst loadings and stability under acidic aqueous solutions.80 
Additionally, it is confirmed that the cobalt-dithiolene based MOF exhibits a transition 
behavior from a semiconducting to a metallic phase with decreasing temperature. This 
behavior is dependent on the film thickness and the amount of solvent molecules trapped in 
the pores.79  
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Figure 12: chemical structures and the synthetic procedure of 2D cobalt dithiolen-based MOF. The produced 
MOF can be transferred from the interface onto various solid substrates in order to be used in different 
applications. (Reprinted from Ref. 79. Copyright © 2014. The American chemical society.) 
 
2D supramolecular-organic frameworks – This category of 2D materials are monolayers of 
organic building components held together via non-covalent interactions.13 It has been shown 
that 2D SOFs have potentials to be used in self-healing, optoelectronics and environmental 
fields.2 Despite many reports on the synthesis of 2D SOFs on solid surfaces,81 fabrication of 
stable free-standing 2D SOFs still is a challenge. Free-standing monolayers of 2D SOFs suffer 
the lack of stability to persist their structures after removal the carrier materials. In order to 
fabricate stable 2D SOFs, complexation bonds or interactions between the building 
components and nodes have been widely utilized.  
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Recently, Stevens et al. reported the thermodynamically controlled growth of solution-based 
free-standing Janus nanosheets of peptide-based bolaamphiphiles (Figure 13).82 The self-
assembly of peptide β-strands and hydrocarbon chains formed a 2D supramolecular structure. 
Adjusting the intermolecular forces, especially between the aromatic groups, lead to a 
controlled transition from 2D morphologies to 1D structures. These peptide monolayer sheets 
were used as substrates for the engineering of guest components such as proteins, 
nanoparticles, quantum dots and gold nanorods.82 
 
 
 
Figure 13: (a) Chemical structure of the peptide-based bolaamphiphile molecules. (b) Schematic of Janus self-
assembled nanosheets of peptide bolaamphiphiles upon self-sorting the phenylalanine (blue) and hydrocarbon 
tails (red). (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 82. Copyright © 2017. The American chemical society.) 
 
In 2013 Li et al. synthesized a 2D SOF of triphenylbenzene compound carrying bipyridin units 
on the peripheral benzene rings upon interaction with cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) in water (Figure 
14). It is one of the first solution-based self-assembly processes for the fabrication of 2D SOF. 
The obtained 2D material is stabilized through strong complexation of CB[8] with two bipyridin 
units of the neighboring molecules forming a monolayer with a thickness of 1.75 nm. The 
fabricated 2D SOF is a supramolecular polymer, stabilized via non-covalent interactions, which 
exhibits periodic structural ordering similar to 2D MOFs and COFs.83 
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Figure 14: An illustration scheme of the self-assembly process of different bipyridin-based building blocks with 
CB[8] in water via varying the stoichiometry of reagents. (a) [2+2] complex formation. (b) [2+3] complex 
synthesis. (c) [6+6] complex formed and (d) fabrication of a 2D honeycomb SOF upon [6+6] complexation 
reaction. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 83. Copyright © 2013. The American chemical society.) 
 
Li et al. developed a facile and rapid one-pot method to produce free-standing monolayers of 
organic nanosheets by complexation of CB[8] with small organic molecules such as quinoline 
(Figure 15).84 It was observed that the resulting sheets have a well-defined regular square 
structure, tunable lateral size and a uniform thickness of 1.8 nm. Remarkably, these non-
covalent free-standing assemblies reveal sufficient stability for spectroscopic and microscopic 
characterizations. Indeed, it is shown that CB[8] macrocycle can be used as organic building 
blocks besides its traditional role as a host. 84 
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Figure 15: (a) STM image and (b) suggested molecular arrangements of the CB[8] organic building units in the 2D 
SOF that is recognized from inset in (a). (c) Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the complexed CB[8]-
quinoline nanosheets. (d) The tentative molecular packing structure of the CB[8]-based nanosheet with a square 
lattice unit cell. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 84. Copyright © 2010. The royal society of chemistry.)  
 
In this context, Feng et al. fabricated molecularly precise monolayers of 2D SOF with partial 
internal order. Herein the dynamic self-assembly via a host–guest enhanced donor–acceptor 
interaction in the cavity of CB[8] macrocycles was used (Figure 16).85 In this reaction 
tris(methoxynaphthyl)-substituted truxene spacer (Np-Trx) and naphthalene diimide 
substituted with N-methyl viologenyl moieties (MV-NDI) were used as donor and acceptor 
monomers, respectively. The building units self-assemble into a large-area, up to 0.25 cm2, of 
an insoluble monolayer with a thickness of 1.8 nm at the liquid-liquid interface. The obtained 
network features the capability of covering holes of 10 μm2 as a free-standing layer. In this 
strategy the planarity of building components was sustained by stacking the guest face inside 
the cavity of the CB[8] macrocycles in order to suppress the out-of-plane polymerization.85 
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Figure 16: Chemical structures and schematic representations of Np-Trx, MV-NDI, CB[8] molecules and the 
formed 2D SOF with hexagonal superstructure. The inset shows a tentative molecular model of the 2D structure 
of CB[8]-based organic network. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 85. Copyright © 2015. The American 
chemical society.) 
 
The same group demonstrated the production of triphenylene-fused nickel bis(dithiolene) 
coordination polymer at the air-water interface (Figure 17). The coordinated polymer can be 
transferred onto solid substrates as a large area monolayer (mm2) with a thickness of 0.7 – 0.9 
nm. Furthermore, it was proved that the thiolene-based coordination polymer is free-standing 
and it spans holes with a side length of 18 µm. The high degree of complexation between the 
Ni ions and the thiol groups plays a key role in the coupling reaction of the 
triphenylenehexathiol (THT) monomers. It was shown that the transferred nickel 
bis(dithiolene) coordinated polymer sheets onto electrode surfaces exhibit outstanding 
electrocatalytic performance for hydrogen generation from water and energy technologies.86 
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Figure 17: An illustration of the fabrication method of the 2D single-layer supramolecular polymer sheet of 
triphenylene-fused nickel bis(dithiolene) complexes via the interfacial synthesis technique at the air-water 
interface. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 86. Copyright © 2015. John Wiley and Sons.) 
 
Thayumanavan et al. developed a bottom-up method to produce smart organic 2D crystalline 
thin films of bolaamphiphile complexes made of two identical units linked through a biphenyl 
moiety, in aqueous media (Figure 18).87 Each unit comprised an ionic headgroup, a urea 
chemical group and a hydrophobic domain. This strategy is based on exploiting the multiple 
and synergistic supramolecular interactions including π–π interactions, hydrogen bonds, 
hydrophobic effect and electrostatic repulsion forces. The thin films produced via this method 
have mono- or few-layers thickness. It was additionally shown that these structures can be 
programmed to disassemble upon introduction with a specific protein such that they can 
release their noncovalently bound guest molecules.87 
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Figure 18: (a) A schematic of the molecular design strategy for fabrication of organic 2D materials using four 
supramolecular interactions. (b) A representative drawing of a 2D self-assembled structure in an aqueous phase. 
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. 87. Copyright © 2016. John Wiley and Sons.) 
 
2D polymers – Two-dimensional polymers are free-standing monolayers of covalently 
bonded monomers with well-defined in-plane periodicity.88 The first reported interfacial 
polymerization, at the air-water interface, was on elaeostearin and maleic anhydride which 
goes back to 1935.89 In 2012 Schlüter at al. synthesized a nanometer thick polymer with 
internal periodicity via exfoliation of anthracene-based lamellar polymer single crystal (Figure 
19).90 
 
 
Figure 19: (a) Chemical structure of the anthracene-based monomer. (b & c) Optical microscopy images of the 
polymer single crystals as plates and rods, respectively. Scale bars represent 100 mm (d) XRD analysis of the 
laminar crystal structure of the polymer. In the polymer structure, the monomers oriented up and down that are 
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shown here in red and grey, respectively. (e) Top view of the hexagonally packed monomers in each layer. (f) The 
distances of the arene rings from the alkynes in each unit cell of the polymer. (Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. 90. Copyright © 2012. Springer Nature.) 
 
Schlüter et al. have published several papers on polymerization of organic building monomers 
via photoirradiation at the air-water interface using the LB technique.91,92 
In a collaboration with Prof. Schlüter group we demonstrated a major advance in the field of 
2D polymers by introducing the tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) technique to 
estimate the crystallinity of 2D polymers (Figure 20).93  
 
 
 
Figure 20: A graphical abstract of the TERS analysis on the polymer monolayer made of partially fluorinated 
anthracene monomers. This technique can be applied in order to characterize the structure of synthesized 
polymers and their crystallinity. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 93. Copyright © 2017. John Wiley and 
Sons.) 
 
In this work, we described 2D polymerization of partially fluorinated anthracene monomers, 
functionalized with a carboxylic acid group at one of the bridgehead atoms, at the air-water 
interface (Figure 21). It is, for the first time, a direct spectroscopic evidence for the kind of 
crosslinks formed and for the conversion reached in a covalently bonded monolayer sheet. 
Combination of different characterization analysis on the polymer sheets, before and after 
transfer from the interface onto solid substrates, confirmed the possibility to estimate the 
layers crystallinity and the location of regions with defects.93 
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Figure 21: (a) Chemical structure of the C3-symmetric monomer of anthracene with three partially fluorinated 
units. (b) Top image shows packing model for the anthracene-based monomers in a monolayer at the air-water 
interface. Below image represents the 2D photochemically dimerized polymer of anthracene monomer 
derivatives. The dimerization reaction is triggered by photoirradiation and can be reversed by irradiation at 
shorter wavelength or by thermal treatment. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 93. Copyright © 2017. John 
Wiley and Sons.) 
 
In another collaboration with Prof. Schlüter we reported polymerization of partially 
fluorinated anthracene-substituted monomers into a 2D ordered monolayer by 
photoirradiation at the air-water interface. Crystallinity of the polymer layer was studied by 
Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) directly at the air-water interface. The transferred layer of 
the polymer from the interface onto solid substrate, i.e. highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG), is analyzed by STM and non-contact AFM measurements (Figure 22). Molecular 
resolution AFM images of the polymerized anthracene-based monomers were achieved and 
a long-range ordered monolayer, in an area of 300 × 300 nm with a monodisperse pore size, 
was shown (Figure 23). Both STM and AFM methods confirm formation of the well-ordered 
polymer network with unit lattice parameters in a good agreement with an X-ray 
diffractometry structural model of a similar material.94 
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Figure 22: (a & b) BAM and (c - e) STM images of the obtained photoirradiated polymer at the air-water interface 
and on HOPG, respectively. A change of the polarizer angle from (a) +2° to (b) -2° shows a homogeneous contrast 
change in the BAM images of the polymerized islands, indicating their crystallinity. (c) The STM image shows a 
distorted porous film whose pores are partly obscured and partly expanded. (d) A zoomed STM image shows the 
area of the film with monodisperse pores. (e) It is a polymer model fitted on the STM image in (c). (Taken with 
permission from Ref. 94. Copyright © 2018. John Wiley and Sons.) 
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Figure 23: (a - c). Non-contact AFM images of the long-range ordered 2D polymer transferred from the interface 
onto a HOPG. (d) Single crystal XRD pattern that shows the molecular model of a structure that is closely related 
to the 2D polymer formed at the interface (A: 1.76 nm; B: 1.80 nm; C: 2.05 nm). (e) The FFT analysis of the AFM 
image shown in (b). Scale bars of the images are 10 nm. (Taken with permission from Ref. 94. Copyright © 2018. 
John Wiley and Sons.) 
 
2D covalent organic frameworks – Two-dimensional COFs are a category of crystalline 
porous polymers consisting atomically precise integration of organic units into ordered 
structures by using strong covalent bonds. Yaghi et al. reported the first example of a layer-
stacked crystalline 2D COF of benzene rings and boroxine linkers in 2005 by condensation 
reactions, named COF-1 and COF-5 (Figure 24).95  
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Figure 24: Molecular representations of (A) COF-1 with staggered and (B) COF-5 with eclipsed configuration 
obtained from XRD analysis and modeling. Carbon, boron, and oxygen are represented as gray, orange and red 
spheres, respectively and H atoms are omitted. (Reprinted from Ref. 95, copyright © 2005. The American 
association for the advancement of science.) 
 
Since then plenty of COF structures with different organic building units and likers have been 
synthesized. For example, in 2011 Dichtel et al. used single layer of graphene as a solid 
substrate to grow a 2D COF of hexahydroxytriphenylene and boronic acid building units 
through solvothermal condensation reaction (Figure 25). It was shown that the 2D COFs with 
ordered structures via π-electron systems are ideal candidates for exciton and charge 
transport. Additionally, they exhibit permanent porosity that is available for subsequent 
functionalization.96  
 
 
Figure 25: A schematic illustration of the 2D COF synthesized by condensation reaction of 
hexahydroxytriphenylene and boronic acid with the large pore size of 4.7 nm. (Reprinted from the Ref. 96. 
Copyright © 2011. The American chemical society.) 
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As it has been shortly highlighted here, in the past decade the interfacial self-assembly 
reactions are widely used as the versatile techniques to synthesize 2D organic networks. 
Among all the interfacial fabrication methods at the air-liquid, liquid-liquid, solid-liquid and 
gas-solid interfaces, the LB technique is one of the most studied routes for the formation of 
2D organic networks of amphiphilic building blocks.  
 
Calix[4]arene Langmuir monolayers – Calixarene amphiphilic macrocycles, in the cone 
conformation, have been extensively used as promising building blocks for the formation of 
the Langmuir and the LB mono- and multilayers at the air-water interface. In this field, 
Shahgaldian et al. reported quite large number of self-assembled Langmuir layers based on 
calixarene amphiphilic macrocycles.51 
As an example it is demonstrated that p-carboxycalix[4]arene derivatives, functionalized with 
C12 alkyl chains at the lower rim, form a very stable monolayer at the interface. It was 
confirmed that the self-assembly of p-carboxycalix[4]arene derivatives at the interface is 
mainly derived by van der Waals interactions between the aliphatic chains. The interactions 
of Langmuir monolayers of the p-carboxycalix[4]arene derivatives and divalent cations were 
also studied. It was reported that the self-assembly properties of the calix[4]arenes Langmuir 
layers are remarkably affected by the presence of Cu2+ ions compared to the other cations 
available in the subphase (Figure 26).97  
 
 
 
Figure 26: A drawing of the self-assembled p-carboxycalix[4]arene-based Langmuir monolayer upon binding to 
divalent cations. (Reprinted from the Ref. 97. Copyright © 2015. The American chemical society.) 
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The Langmuir monolayer of the p-carboxycalix[4]arene amphiphiles was used as a template 
for nucleation and growth of different crystalline polymorphic forms of pharmaceutical 
ingredients by Shahgaldian et al. It was shown that the self-assembled monolayer of the 
calix[4]arene derivative amphiphiles with different packing densities can trigger the 
crystallization of two polymorphic forms of gabapentin (GBP) (Figure 27).98 
 
 
 
Figure 27: (I) Top: the chemical structure of the calix[4]rene amphiphile and GBP molecule. Bottom: the 
arrangement of the amphiphilic calix[4]rene derivatives in a bilayer fashion. (II) Packing structures of GBP 
polymorphic forms (a & c) side view and (b & d) top view. (Reprinted from the Ref. 98. Copyright © 2014. The 
royal society of chemistry.) 
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Up to now, plenty reports exist on fabrication of 2D free-standing organic networks 
stabilized through formation of bonds/interactions between 2D organic building components 
and organic/inorganic linkers. Planar organic building blocks lay down at the interface/surface 
providing an easier control over the synthetic reaction and the crystal growth. Subsequently, 
characterization of the obtained networks is more straightforward. These are reasons that 
have encouraged scientists to choose 2D organic building units in order to fabricate extended 
organic networks. However, 2D organic synthons strongly limit the number of potential 
building blocks and the possibility of post-assembly functionalization. 
It is well known that 3D rigid macrocycles have a key role in the synthesis of molecular 
receptors and they provide great possibilities for post-assembly functionalization. Therefore, 
the fabrication of stable free-standing and crystalline organic networks comprising 3D building 
components has a high demand for diverse applications.  
The unique approach taken in this PhD project goes one step further to introduce an elegant 
strategy to mount 3D macrocycles, as organic building blocks, into thin networks through a 
well-ordered and controllable fashion. The method is based on the self-assembly of inherently 
3D multivalent calix[4]arene amphiphiles via coordination bonds with metal ions and 
supramolecular interactions. This approach allowed us to fabricate first examples of tunable 
crystalline and free-standing calix[4]arene-based organic networks that can be used as sample 
supports in structural analysis of biomolecules and magnetic nanoparticles by TEM imaging 
technique.  
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OUTLINE 
 
The research contributions to the field of 2D materials presented in this thesis are 
summarized in three chapters. The ultimate objective of the project was the production and 
characterization of free-standing and crystalline 2D organic networks of carefully 
functionalized calix[4]arene macrocycles. 
Chapter 1 – The first example of a 2D crystalline metal-organic coordination network 
(MOCN) of calix[4]arene building blocks, i.e. C3-p-carboxy-calix, through coordination bonds 
with Cu2+ ions is reported in the first chapter of this thesis. In order to produce an organic 
building block with high propensity to self-assemble through strong and directional bonds, we 
designed calix[4]arene synthons with short propyl chains at the lower rim. Calix[4]arenes 
functionalized with these short chains still exhibited amphiphilic character, but the presence 
of the short chains reduced the influence of non-directional van der Waals interactions 
between the chains during the self-assembly process. Therefore, the directional π-π 
interactions between the arene rings of calix[4]arenes and coordination bonds between the 
deprotonated carboxy groups and Cu2+ ions drove the self-assembly process and led to the 
formation of a 2D coordination network.  
Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) analysis of the 2D layers formed at the air-water interface 
revealed various crystalline domains, in which the contrast of the domains was dependent on 
the orientation of the calix[4]arene molecules within larger self-assembled monolayers. These 
ordered domains can be attributed to the anisotropic 2D packing of the amphiphiles. We 
unambiguously demonstrated that the presence of copper ions in the aqueous phase 
triggered rearrangement of the molecules in the 2D monolayer and led to the formation of 
large and dendritic crystalline domains. The self-assembled layer can be successfully 
transferred from the interface onto solid substrates. In spite of the technical challenges 
related to the imaging of such delicate soft monolayers, high-resolution atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) images were obtained, and confirmed the crystallinity of the monolayers. 
Furthermore, the BAM investigation also confirmed that the transferred layer was comprised 
of crystalline domains with different orientations and stripe morphologies. X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis confirmed the formation of coordination bonds 
between the carboxy functional groups of the C3-p-carboxy-calix molecules and Cu2+ ions. 
Based on the AFM and XPS results, we proposed a molecular model describing the structure 
of the 2D self-assembled MOCN of C3-p-carboxy-calix building blocks and Cu2+ ions.99  
 
Chapter 2 – Motivated by the insight gained from the coordination-bound calix[4]arenes, 
we turned our attention to the potential of relatively weak and moderately directional dipole-
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dipole intermolecular interactions to stabilize 2D supramolecular organic networks (SONs). 
For this purpose we designed calix[4]arene synthons bearing methyl cyano functional groups 
at the upper rim and propyl chains at the lower rim, i.e. C3-p-me-cyano-calix amphiphiles. The 
presence of a methylene bridge between the arene ring and CN group provides rotational 
freedom for the CN binding moieties to self-assemble in the most energetically favorable 
fashion.  
Very much to our surprise, we found that the limited directionality of the comparably weak 
dipole-dipole interactions was sufficient to enable the C3-p-me-cyano-calix molecules to 
assemble into a free-standing and crystalline 2D SON. BAM imaging confirmed the presence 
of a monocrystalline single layer of C3-p-me-cyano-calix synthons covering the air-water 
interface. This 2D SON was sufficiently stable to be successfully transferred from the air-water 
interface onto a solid highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate. High molecular 
resolution AFM analysis of the transferred SON monolayer revealed a crystalline network 
composed of single C3-p-me-cyano-calix units, with some building blocks missing, in a square 
packing fashion. Using near-edge X-ray absorption fine spectroscopy (NEXAFS), we calculated 
the angle of the CN functional groups with respect to the normal HOPG surface to be 57°. The 
molecular model generated using the AFM data and NEXAFS analysis revealed the 2D SON of 
C3-p-me-cyano-calix amphiphiles is stabilized via dipole-dipole interactions. 
The electron diffraction pattern for a free-standing layer of C3-p-me-cyano-calix synthons 
revealed a square packing structure within the crystalline SON layer, in perfect agreement 
with the structure determined by AFM analysis. These data further showed that the layer is 
stable enough to maintain its structure even after removal of the HOPG carrier support.  
To the best of our knowledge, this system represents the first example of a self-assembled 
free-standing monolayer produced in the absence of additional molecular or ionic linkers.100  
Chapter 3 – The third chapter reports the fabrication of free-standing and crystalline 
monolayers and bilayers of C3-p-me-carboxy-calix amphiphiles upon coordination with Ni2+ or 
Cu2+ divalent ions, respectively.  
Building on our previous results, we observed that C3-p-carboxy-calix molecules exhibit a lack 
of conformational flexibility to adopt different coordination geometries around the ionic 
centers, even when the ions were changed. This limitation is due to direct attachment of the 
carboxy functional group to the arene ring of the C3-p-carboxy-calix amphiphile. In order to 
increase the flexibility of the amphiphile towards the binding moiety, we designed C3-p-me-
carboxy-calix, which contains a methylene bridge between the carboxy functional group and 
arene ring. The presence of the methylene bridge significantly enhances the possibility of 
conformational adaptation and increases the ability of the COOH-bearing substituents to form 
coordination bonds via different geometries. 
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Isotherm experiments and AFM analysis demonstrated that when coordinated with Cu2+ ions, 
the MOCNs monolayer of C3-p-me-carboxy-calix synthons transformed to bilayers during the 
relaxation time, i.e. the time that the layer was kept under constant surface pressure. 
Changing the relaxation time confirmed that the degree of bilayer formation is kinetically 
controllable. By integrating the AFM and XPS analysis of bilayered MOCNs of C3-p-me-carboxy-
calix building components, we proposed a molecular model based on formation of 
{Cu2(O2CR)4} paddle-wheel coordination motifs. In contrast, C3-p-me-carboxy-calix synthons 
coordinated Ni2+ ions via formation of an octahedral coordination motif of {NiO6}. Bilayer and 
monolayer of the MOCNs of C3-p-me-carboxy-calix amphiphiles exhibited high stability and 
can cover perforated solid substrates with pore sizes as large as 5 × 5 µm.101 
 
Applications of calix[4]arene-based networks in the structural analysis of biomolecules – 
Having demonstrated that the 2D organic networks of calix[4]arene synthons are stable as 
free-standing layers, we used these layers as sample carriers to deposit and image single 
biomolecules/assemblies and nanoparticles by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  
In order to enable the structural analysis of biomolecules via electron diffraction techniques, 
the sample supports should be: 
-highly transparent to X-rays/electron beams to ensure a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, 
-highly stable during sample deposition and data acquisition, 
-able to withstand vacuum conditions, and be stable at both room temperature and under 
cryogenic conditions.  
The free-standing 2D organic networks of calix[4]arene derivatives meet all of these 
prerequisites for sample supports, and also offer several other advantages: 
-hydrophilicity of the organic network helps to maintain the structure of the biomolecules 
deposited on the layer, 
-the structure and morphology of the networks at the interface can be fine-tuned by adjusting 
the preparation conditions, such as the concentration of ions (in the case of MOCNs), 
compression speed, pH and temperature, 
-a diverse range of functional groups could be anchored to the calix[4]arene backbone in order 
to improve the affinity of the layers for biomolecules. 
To evaluate the potential of calix[4]arene-based sample supports for TEM imaging, we 
assessed MOCNs of C3-p-carboxy-calix and C3-p-me-carboxy-calix synthons due to their high 
stability arising from the strong coordination bonds. We deposited viruses (granulovirus and 
tobacco mosaic virus), enzymes (catalase nanocrystals and urease solution), protein crystals 
and single iron nanoparticles on the free-standing MOCNs. TEM analysis confirmed that the 
free-standing MOCNs of calix[4]arenes could be successfully utilized as sample supports for 
imaging these molecules.  
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RESULTS 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
Two-Dimensional Calix[4]arene-based Metal-Organic Coordination Networks of 
Tunable Crystallinity 
 
Summary:  
 
In this chapter, a strategy to modulate the in-plane arrangement of 25,26,27,28-
tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene-5,11,17,23-tetracarboxylic acid (C3-p-carboxy-calix) building blocks 
into a crystalline metal-organic coordination network (MOCN) is reported. The crystalline 
organic network is assembled by interfacial coordination reaction of the amphiphilic C3-p-
carboxy-calix synthons and copper ionic connectors at the air-water interface via the versatile 
Langmuir-Blodgett technique. We have shown that the self-assembly process of C3-p-carboxy-
calix molecules and copper ions starts spontaneously after spreading the molecules at the air-
water interface i.e. before compression. Brewster angle microscopy images confirmed the 
formation of a multicrystalline monolayer at the air-liquid interface. The layer retains its 
crystallinity while transferring from the interface onto a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG). Atomic force microscopy analysis, on the transferred layer onto HOPG, revealed 
formation of the crystalline MOCN's stripes comprising three calixarene molecules 
coordinated with copper ions featuring corrugated/rippled topography. Crystallinity of the 
MOCN of C3-p-carboxy-calix amphiphiles is tunable via controlling the layer architecture and 
preparation parameters. 
 
 
P.S. and T.A.J. conceived the research. M.M. and L.G.T. performed LB, BAM, LS, contact angle, ellipsometry, and 
AFM experiments and analyzed the data. M.M., J. N. and M.B. conducted XPS experiments and analyzed the data. 
L.G.T. and M.M. synthesized the molecule. M.M., T.A.J. and P.S. wrote the paper. All authors commented on the 
manuscript.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Supramolecular Architectures of Molecularly Thin Yet Robust Free-standing Layers 
 
Summary: 
 
Self-assembled networks featuring nanometer-sized pores and long-range crystallinity 
provide configurable templates for host-guest recognition and site-specific chemistry. These 
crystalline networks impact several technological applications, provided that the resulting 
material is of sufficient stability. Supramolecular chemistry has now reached maturity, and 
decades of research allowed formulating a set of basic rules enabling the design of complex 
molecular architectures. In this context, we demonstrated that slightly directional and weak 
non-covalent binding such as dipole-dipole interactions can be used, when acting 
synergistically, to fabricate free-standing and crystalline monomolecular layers. Through the 
Langmuir-Blodgett technique and at the air-water interface calix[4]arene derivative, i.e. 
25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene-5,11,17,23-tetramethylcyano, self-assemble via the 
dipole-dipole interactions between the cyano binding moieties (-CN∙ ∙ ∙NC-). Surface analysis 
techniques showed the strong propensity of the calix[4]rene building units to crystallize and 
form a stable free-standing and crystalline 2D supramolecular organic network in the absence 
of additional nodes or guest molecules. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Controlling In-situ Formation of Bilayer vs Monolayer of Metal-Organic Coordination 
Networks 
 
Capability to manipulate materials in the atomic scale, aiming properties desirable for specific 
applications, is an ultimate goal for chemists and material scientists. Herein we report an 
example of engineering calix[4]arene organic building components in order to synthesize 
tailorable 2D metal-organic coordination network (MOCN) via interfacial synthesis. The 
fabrication technique is based on using a calix[4]arene building unit with flexible functional 
groups at the upper rim, namely 25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxycalix[4]arene-5,11,17,23-
tetramethylcarboxylic acid. It is presented that the methylene carboxylic acid linkers at the 
upper rim of the calix[4]arene backbone lead to in-situ formation of bilayers or monolayers of 
the MOCN upon coordinating Cu2+ or Ni2+ transition metal ions, respectively. It is shown that 
the monolayer of coordinated network with Cu2+ ions transform to bilayers over time and the 
degree of bilayer formation is kinetically controllable. Building upon the Langmuir-Blodgett 
isotherm experiments and surface analysis on the transferred MOCNs from the interface onto 
solid substrates, we proposed molecular models of the MOCN monolayers and bilayers of the 
title compound.  
 
P.S. and T.A.J. conceived the research. M.M. performed LB, BAM, LS, contact angle, ellipsometry, XPS and AFM 
experiments and analyzed the data. N.L.O. performed EM data collection and with H.S. interpreted the data. 
M.M. and C. E. Housecraft modeled the crystalline structure of the MOCNs. M.M. and L.G.T. synthesized the 
molecule. M.M., T.A.J. and P.S. wrote the paper. All authors commented on the manuscript.  
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
Conclusion 
 
This thesis aimed to describe a novel approach based on the molecular design of organic 
building blocks to fabricate molecularly precise 2D organic networks. Using the concepts of 
supramolecular chemistry and crystal engineering, we synthesized the first 2D free-standing 
and crystalline organic networks of calix[4]arene amphiphilic synthons. Calix[4]arene organic 
building blocks equipped with chemical functional groups were used to produce self-
assembled 2D organic networks via the formation of coordination bonds or supramolecular 
interactions. The air-water interface was used to orient and confine the molecular modules in 
a 2D plane for supramolecular aggregation or the interfacial reaction. 
2D metal-organic coordination network (MOCN) of C3-p-carboxy-calix amphiphiles – This 
thesis reports the first example of a 2D MOCN of C3-p-carboxy-calix synthons coordinating 
Cu2+ ions with an octahedral coordination motif.  
We confirmed that C3-p-carboxy-calix molecules self-assemble into 2D crystalline networks 
with and without ionic centers. Furthermore, the addition of Cu2+ ions to the water in the 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) trough (subphase) drastically altered the morphology of the 2D layer 
to a dendritic multicrystalline monolayer underlining the effect of the increased 
intermolecular bonding mediated by the coordination reaction. 
The Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) deposition method was used to transfer the self-assembled 
monolayer from the air-liquid interface onto a solid substrate for a series of surface analysis 
techniques. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis confirmed the formation of 
coordination bonds between the carboxy functional groups and copper ions. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) of the MOCNs of C3-p-carboxy-calix building units revealed a crystalline 
monolayer consisting of domains with different orientations and stripe morphologies. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis proved the 2D MOCNs of C3-p-carboxy-calix 
are highly stable and can span perforated TEM grids with pore sizes up to 5 × 5 µm2. 
Moreover, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images showed the free-standing MOCN of C3-p-
carboxy-calix amphiphiles act as a template for crystallization of copper oxide domains (Figure 
1); further investigations are needed to fully understand this phenomenon. 
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Figure 1: (A) HRTEM analysis on the free-standing monolayer of the MOCN of C3-p-carboxy-calix amphiphiles. (B 
& C) Zoomed images on the crystalline domains of CuO with unit cell size of 2.9 Å. 
2D supramolecular-organic network (SON) of C3-p-me-CN-calix amphiphiles – The 
molecular design strategy allowed us to fabricate, for the first time, a robust free-standing 2D 
crystalline SON of C3-p-me-cyano-calix via self-assembly driven by weak and moderately 
directional dipole-dipole interactions.  
By replacing the carboxy groups of the C3-p-carboxy-calix with methyl cyano functional groups, 
we aimed to fabricate self-assembled monolayers via dipole-dipole interactions between the 
cyano binding moieties. The layers were produced by the LS method, transferred from the 
interface onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate, and analyzed using a wide 
range of surface analysis techniques including AFM, XPS, near-edge X-ray absorption fine 
spectroscopy and TEM. 
Molecular-resolution AFM images showed single C3-p-me-cyano-calix (and missing building 
units) were arranged in a square packing fashion within the crystalline 2D SON. TEM analysis 
proved the stability of the layer, which can span perforated TEM grids with holes as large as 3 
× 3 µm. Electron diffraction analysis of the free-standing SON confirmed the layer consisted 
of an extended array of molecules composed of square, symmetric unit cells, in perfect 
agreement with the AFM results.  
Therefore, the in-depth analysis of this system confirmed 2D SONs of calix[4]arene 
derivatives can be fabricated via self-assembly due to non-covalent interactions between the 
building blocks. 
In-situ bilayer formation of MOCN based on C3-p-me-carboxy-calix amphiphiles – A 
methylene bridge between the carboxy functional group and the arene ring of the C3-p-
carboxy-calix molecules was added to provide more conformational freedom for the carboxy 
groups and enable adoption of different coordination geometries upon coordinating various 
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ions in the subphase. Langmuir isotherm studies of the C3-p-carboxy-calix MOCN at the 
interface and XPS and AFM analysis of the MOCN transferred from the interface onto HOPG 
substrate confirmed that C3-p-me-carboxy-calix amphiphiles coordinate Cu2+ ions and form 
bilayers in situ at the interface due by adopting a {Cu2(O2CR)4} paddle-wheel coordination 
geometry. 
Since these amphiphiles have more freedom and flexibility to adopt different coordination 
geometries, the molecules can also coordinate Ni2+ ions and — in contrast to the bilayer on 
coordination of Cu2+ ions — generate a crystalline monolayer via formation of {NiO6} 
octahedral coordination geometry. Both the monolayers and bilayers of these C3-p-me-
carboxy-calix coordination networks were stable as free-standing layers. 
2D free-standing calix[4]arene-based metal-organic networks – We showed that the stable 
free-standing layers of 2D MOCN formed from the C3-p-carboxy-calix and C3-p-me-carboxy-
calix building blocks can be utilized as sample supports for the imaging of single 
biomolecules/assemblies and nanoparticles. 
We deposited viruses (e.g. granulovirus and tobacco mosaic virus [TMV]), enzymes (catalase 
nanocrystals and urease solution), protein crystals and single iron nanoparticles on the free-
standing MOCNs. Figure 2 illustrates some successful deposition experiments on the free-
standing MOCN of calix[4]arene amphiphiles. 
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Figure 2: TEM images of the deposited biomolecules, enzymes and viruses on the MOCN of calix[4]arene 
amphiphiles transferred from the interface onto TEM grids. (A) Granulovirus nanocrystals, kindly provided by 
Kenneth Goldie and Prof. Peter Metcalf from Auckland. (B) Uranyl acetate catalase nanocrystal. (C) Protein 
crystals deposition on the MOCN of calix[4]arene amphiphiles coordinated Ni2+ ions. The protein solution was 
kindly provided by Jarek Sędzicki and purified by Frank Lehmann in C-CINA bio center in Basel, Switzerland. (D) 
TEM analysis on the deposited Fe nanoparticles. The deposition experiment was done by Tatiana Savchenko in 
PSI, Switzerland. 
To successfully image biomolecules, which only scatter the electron beam weakly, we 
designed “bilayer support substrates” by transferring free-standing layers of calix[4]arene 
networks onto a free-standing graphene monolayer, and then deposited the biomolecules on 
the calix[4]arene-based bilayer membranes. We expect that the specific diffraction pattern of 
graphene can be easily subtracted, as a background, from the diffraction pattern produced by 
the molecules deposited on the support. Moreover, denaturation of the deposited 
biomolecules is suppressed by the hydrophilic nature of the calix[4]arene-based membrane. 
Figure 3 shows our first trials of deposition experiments on bilayer calix[4]arene/graphene 
sample supports using TMV molecules and urease particles.  
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Figure 3: (A & B) TEM images of the bilayered calix[4]arene and graphene membranes. In (B) the layers of 
graphene and free-standing MOCN of calix[4]arene amphiphiles are visible in the ruptured part of the membrane, 
shown by the white arrow. TEM images of the deposited (C) TMV molecules and (D) urease particles on the 
calix[4]arene-based bilayered membranes. 
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Outlook 
 
On the basis of the work described in this thesis, organic networks of calix[4]arene 
derivatives can be considered as a new generation of sample carriers for cryo-TEM and X-ray 
structural studies of biomolecules and magnetic nanoparticles. 
Employing the molecular design strategy based on interfacial self-assembly introduced in this 
PhD thesis enables fabrication of other non-trivial structures with unique properties. For 
example:  
• New and complex 2D organic networks could be synthesized by using preformed metal 
complexes, i.e. secondary building units instead of single ions.  
• 2D covalent-organic frameworks could be fabricated from calix[4]arene amphiphiles 
functionalized with e.g. pyrazolyl or amino chemical groups.  
• The calixarenes could be replaced by other macrocycles such as cyclodextrin, crown 
ethers and pillararenes. The 2D architectures of chiral amphiphilic crown ethers or 
pillararenes could potentially be employed as templates to recognize enantiomers of 
biomolecules.  
• The properties and functions of the organic networks can be precisely tuned for 
example by changing the lipophilicity of the amphiphilic building units. 
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